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Abstract

In this work we describe two schemes for solving level set equation in 3D with a method based on finite volumes. These schemes use the so-called dual volumes as in [3, 7], where they are used for the nonlinear elliptic equations. We describe these schemes theoretically and also compare results of the numerical experiments based on exact solution using proposed schemes.
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1 Introduction

The level set equation (1) can be used in many different applications—motion of interfaces, in thermomechanics, computational fluid dynamics, smoothing and segmentation of images.

The unknown function $u(t, x)$ in

$$u_t - |\nabla u| \nabla \left( \frac{\nabla u}{|\nabla u|} \right) = 0,$$

(1)
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is defined in $Q_T = I \times \Omega$, $\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^3$ is a bounded Lipschitz domain, $I = [0,T]$, $T > 0$ is a time interval. We will consider the equation accompanied with the zero Neumann boundary conditions and by an initial condition:

$$\partial_t u = 0 \quad \text{on } I \times \partial \Omega,$$

$$u(0,x) = u^0(x).$$

2 DDFV schemes in 3D

In this paper we will consider $\Omega$ as a prism $\Omega = \langle a_1, b_1 \rangle \times \langle a_2, b_2 \rangle \times \langle a_3, b_3 \rangle$. Let us describe creating of the mesh. We will divide each edge in the following way:

$x_0 = a_1$, $x_i = a_1 + i \cdot h$, $i = 1, \ldots, N_1$; $y_0 = a_2$, $y_i = a_2 + i \cdot h$, $i = 1, \ldots, N_2$;

$z_0 = a_3$, $z_i = a_3 + i \cdot h$, $i = 1, \ldots, N_3$. We can denote then $x_{ijk}$ as the center of the original finite volume $V_{ijk}$.

The numerical schemes we will describe in this work are based on the dual finite volumes. Hermeline and also Coudièr with Hubert used these methods for the elliptic partial differential equations. Their schemes were inspiring for us and in this work we will use both of these schemes for the nonlinear parabolic PDE. For the better orientation we will name our schemes after the above mentioned authors.

The basic construction of the numerical scheme will be similar in both cases. We will choose a uniform discrete time step $\tau = \frac{T}{N}$ and replace the time derivative as in [6]. If we denote the approximated solution at time $n \cdot \tau$ by $u^n$, we will get

$$\frac{1}{|\nabla u^{n-1}|} \frac{u^n - u^{n-1}}{\tau} = \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{\nabla u^n}{|\nabla u^{n-1}|} \right).$$

Both presented schemes differ in a space discretization and computation of the gradient.

We will divide our domain into finite volumes and let us denote one of them by $V$. The edges (in our case is by edge understood the square face) of this finite volume will be denoted by $e$. As it is typical in the finite volume methodology (see [5]), we will integrate (4) over a finite volume $V$, and using the divergence theorem we get an integral formulation of (4):

$$\int_V \frac{1}{|\nabla u^{n-1}|} \frac{u^n - u^{n-1}}{\tau} dx = \sum_{e \in \partial V} \int_{\partial V} \frac{1}{|\nabla u^{n-1}|} \frac{\partial u^n}{\partial \nu} ds$$

where $\nu$ is a unit outer normal to the boundary of $V$ and $e$ are the edges of the $\partial V$. Now the exact “fluxes” on the right-hand side and the ”capacity function” $\sqrt{|\nabla u^{n-1}|}$ on the left-hand side will be approximated numerically.

Because of the gradients in the denominator in this equation, we define, according to the Evans–Spruck regularization [4], $Q_e, Q_e = \sqrt{|\nabla u_e| + \epsilon^2}$, $\epsilon > 0$, as a regularized norm of the gradient on voxel edges $Q_e$ (right-hand side of (5)).
and, the regularized averaged gradient inside the finite volume $AQ_V$ (left-hand side of (5)), computed from the solution known from the previous $(n-1)^{st}$ time step

$$AQ_V = \frac{1}{6} \sum_{e \in \partial V} Q_e$$

For the approximation of the left-hand side of (5) we get

$$\int_{V} \frac{1}{|\nabla u^{n-1}|} \frac{u^n - u^{n-1}}{\tau} dx \approx \frac{m(V)}{AQ_V} \frac{u^n_V - u^{n-1}_V}{\tau},$$

where $m(V)$ is the measure of a finite volume $V$ and $u^n_V$ is the approximated value in the center of the finite volume $V$ in the time step $n$. The approximation of the right-hand side, is given by:

$$\sum_{e \in \partial V} \int_{e} \frac{1}{|\nabla u^{n-1}|} \frac{\partial u^n}{\partial \nu} ds \approx \sum_{e \in \partial V} \frac{m(e)}{Q_e} \frac{u^n_V - u^n_{\pi}}{d_{e\pi}},$$

where $u_V$ and $u_{\pi}$ represent the values in the time step $n$ in the center of the finite volume $V$ and in the center of the neighboring finite volume, respectively, $m(e)$ is the measure of the edge of the finite volume, and $d_{e\pi}$ denotes the distance between two neighboring volume centers.

2.1 “Hermeline” scheme

Now we will describe our understanding of the finite volume mesh in more details. In this scheme we will divide our domain into two meshes. Both meshes will consist of the set of cubes (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Original (solid lines cubes) and dual (dashed lines cubes) mesh](image-url)
We restrict our considerations to uniform cubic co-volumes with size length $h$. Then, e.g.,

$$m(V) = h^3, \quad m(e) = h^2, \quad d_{\pi} = h.$$ 

The original volume mesh will consist of the cells $V_{ijk} \in \mathcal{T}_h$. Dual mesh will be shifted to the north-east and will consist of the cells $\overline{V}_{ijk} \in \overline{\mathcal{T}}_h$. Discrete values of the unknown function $u_{ijk}$ will be given in the centers of the original volumes $V_{ijk} \in \mathcal{T}_h$. The dual unknowns $v_{ijk}$ will be given in the centers of the dual volumes. Now we will describe notation for the original volume mesh, for the dual mesh the notation will be the same, but barred and the unknown function will be denoted by $v$. For each volume $V_{ijk} \in \mathcal{T}_h$, let $N_{ijk}$ represent the set of all neighboring volumes $V_{i+p,j+q,k+r}$, $p, q, r \in \{-1, 0, 1\}$, $|p| + |q| + |r| = 1$. The face of the finite volume will be denoted by $e_{ijk}$. 

We will use the notation for approximated piecewise constant functions $u_h(x) = u_{ijk}$ and $v_h(\overline{x}) = v_{ijk}$, where $x_{ijk}$ and $\overline{x}_{ijk}$ are the centers of the volumes $V_{ijk}$ and $\overline{V}_{ijk}$, respectively. We will also use $u_{h,\tau}(t, x) = u_{n,ijk}^n$ and $v_{h,\tau}(t, \overline{x}) = v_{n,ijk}^n$, where $x \in V_{ijk}$, $\overline{x} \in \overline{V}_{ijk}$ and $t \in ((n-1)\tau, n\tau)$ and $u_{h,\tau}(t, x)$ and $v_{h,\tau}(t, \overline{x})$ are the piecewise constant functions in space and time.

To estimate the value of the gradient in (7) on every edge $e_{ijk}$ of the finite volume $V_{ijk}$ we will use the diamond (see Figure 2). The face on which we want to approximate the gradient, will be divided into 2 parts by the diagonal line as in [7, 9] and the gradient will be approximated in both of these parts.

$$|\nabla u_D| = \frac{1}{2}(|\nabla u_{D_1} + \nabla u_{D_2}|).$$

For illustration we will show, how the gradient looks like for the right, the back and the top edges of the original volume. How the gradient looks like in general, can be seen in [9].

Figure 2: Diamond in the original mesh
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Figure 3: The detail of the right (left), the back (middle) and the top (right) face of the original mesh

To represent the approximated gradient on the right face, we will use the notation $\nabla^{100}u_{ijk}^n$.

$$\nabla^{100}u_{ijk}^n = \left( \frac{u_{i+1,j,k}^n - u_{ijk}^n}{h}, \frac{v_{ijk}^n + v_{i,j,k-1}^n - v_{i,j-1,k}^n - v_{i,j,k-1}^n}{2h}, \frac{u_{i,j+1,k}^n - u_{ijk}^n}{h}, \frac{v_{i,j,k}^n + v_{i,j,k-1}^n - v_{i,j,k}^n - v_{i,j,k-1}^n}{2h} \right),$$

For representing the approximated gradient on the back face, we will use the notation $\nabla^{010}u_{ijk}^n$.

$$\nabla^{010}u_{ijk}^n = \left( \frac{v_{i,j,k-1}^n + v_{ijk}^n - v_{i-1,j,k-1}^n - v_{i-1,j,k}^n}{2h}, \frac{u_{i,j+1,k}^n - u_{ijk}^n}{h}, \frac{v_{i,j,k}^n + v_{i,j,k-1}^n - v_{i,j,k}^n - v_{i,j,k-1}^n}{2h} \right).$$
And for representing the approximated gradient on the top face, we will use the notation $\nabla^{001} u_{ijk}^n$.

\[
\nabla^{001} u_{ijk}^n = \left( \frac{v_{ijk}^n + v_{i-1,j,k}^n - v_{i,j,k}^n - v_{i-1,j-1,k}^n}{2h}, \frac{v_{i-1,j,k}^n + v_{i,j,k}^n - v_{i-1,j,k}^n - v_{i,j-1,k}^n}{2h}, \frac{u_{i,j,k}^n - u_{i+1,j,k}^n}{h} \right).
\]

To approximate the gradient in the dual mesh we will use the same procedure. The gradient will be estimated in the similar way as in the original mesh. The diamond will be understood in the same way as before, but it will be situated in the dual volume (see Figure 4).

The approximated values of the gradient on the particular faces of the dual volume could be again seen in [9].

At the end, after putting together all the above mentioned considerations and using the finite volume procedure described before, we obtain the linear system of equations we have to solve in every discrete time step $n, n = 1, \ldots, N$, where $N$ is the total number of time steps.

\[
\frac{u_{ijk}^n h^3}{\tau A Q_{ijk}^{n-1}} + \sum_{|p|+|q|+|r|=1} \frac{(u_{ijk}^n - u_{i+p,j+q,k+r}^n) h^2}{Q_{ijk}^{pqr,n-1} h} = \frac{h^3 u_{ijk}^{n-1}}{\tau A Q_{ijk}^{n-1}},
\]

\[
\frac{v_{ijk}^n h^3}{\tau A Q_{ijk}^{n-1}} + \sum_{|p|+|q|+|r|=1} \frac{(v_{ijk}^n - v_{i+p,j+q,k+r}^n) h^2}{Q_{ijk}^{pqr,n-1} h} = \frac{h^3 v_{ijk}^{n-1}}{\tau A Q_{ijk}^{n-1}}.
\]

### 2.2 “Coudière–Hubert” scheme

In this case we will consider three meshes. First two meshes will consist of the set of cubes (see Figure 1) as in the previous scheme. The original and dual unknowns will be again given, as before, in the centers of the original and dual volumes and denoted by $u$ and $v$, respectively.

The third mesh will consist of the face and edge volumes (see Figure 5).

The face unknowns $wx$, $wy$ and $wz$ will be given in the centers of the right, the back and the top faces of the original finite volume. The edge unknowns $zx$, $zy$ and $zz$ will be given in the middle of the edges of the original finite volume (as plotted in Figure 7).

We will consider 4 diamonds (see the diamond in Figure 6) on every face of the original finite volume as in [3, 10]. These diamonds will be denoted as $D_1$, $D_2$, $D_3$ and $D_4$. To define these diamonds on every face of the original finite volume, we will use the following notation.
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Figure 5: Face volume (dashed lines) and edge volume (solid lines) in the original mesh

Figure 6: Diamond D1 in the right face of the original volume

Figure 7: Values of the $wx$ (blue), $wy$ (red), $wz$ (green), $zx$ (black), $zy$ (gray) and $zz$ (pink) variables on the original finite volume
The diamonds on the right face of the original volume $V_{ijk}$ will be denoted as $D_1 X_{ijk}$, $D_2 X_{ijk}$, $D_3 X_{ijk}$ and $D_4 X_{ijk}$. The diamonds on the back face of the original volume $V_{ijk}$ will be denoted as $D_1 Y_{ijk}$, $D_2 Y_{ijk}$, $D_3 Y_{ijk}$ and $D_4 Y_{ijk}$. The diamonds on the top face of the original volume $V_{ijk}$ will be denoted as $D_1 Z_{ijk}$, $D_2 Z_{ijk}$, $D_3 Z_{ijk}$ and $D_4 Z_{ijk}$.

Let us show how the gradients look like on the right, on the back and on the top faces, respectively.

**right face:**

\[
\nabla D_1 X_{ijk} = \left( \frac{u^n_{i+1,j,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i,j-1,k}}{h}, \frac{z y^n_{ijk} - w z^n_{ijk}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_2 X_{ijk} = \left( \frac{u^n_{i+1,j,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{w x^n_{ijk} - z z^n_{i,j-1,k}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{i,j-1,k} - v^n_{i,j-1,k-1}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_3 X_{ijk} = \left( \frac{u^n_{i+1,j,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i,j,k-1}}{h}, \frac{w x^n_{ijk} - z y^n_{i,j,k-1}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_4 X_{ijk} = \left( \frac{u^n_{i+1,j,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{z z^n_{ijk} - w x^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i,j,k-1}}{h} \right)
\]

**back face:**

\[
\nabla D_1 Y_{ijk} = \left( \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i-1,j,k}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j+1,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{z x^n_{ijk} - w y^n_{ijk}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_2 Y_{ijk} = \left( \frac{w y^n_{ijk} - z z^n_{i-1,j,k}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j+1,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{i-1,j,k} - v^n_{i-1,j,k-1}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_3 Y_{ijk} = \left( \frac{v^n_{i,j,k-1} - v^n_{i-1,j,k-1}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j+1,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{w y^n_{ijk} - z a^n_{i,j,k-1}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_4 Y_{ijk} = \left( \frac{z z^n_{ijk} - w y^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j+1,k} - u^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i,j,k-1}}{h} \right)
\]

**top face:**

\[
\nabla D_1 Z_{ijk} = \left( \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i-1,j,k}}{h}, \frac{z x^n_{ijk} - w z^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j,k+1} - u^n_{ijk}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_2 Z_{ijk} = \left( \frac{w z^n_{ijk} - z y^n_{i-1,j,k}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{i-1,j,k} - v^n_{i-1,j,k-1}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j,k+1} - u^n_{ijk}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_3 Z_{ijk} = \left( \frac{v^n_{i,j-1,k} - v^n_{i-1,j-1,k}}{h}, \frac{w z^n_{ijk} - z x^n_{i,j-1,k}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j,k+1} - u^n_{ijk}}{h} \right)
\]

\[
\nabla D_4 Z_{ijk} = \left( \frac{z y^n_{ijk} - w z^n_{ijk}}{h}, \frac{v^n_{ijk} - v^n_{i,j-1,k}}{h}, \frac{u^n_{i,j,k+1} - u^n_{ijk}}{h} \right)
\]
To see how the approximated values of the gradients look like at the particular faces and for the particular unknowns, see [10]. Because the original and the dual volumes have the same shape, let us consider $m(V_{ijk}) = m(V_{ijk}) = m(V)$ to be the measure of the finite volume and $m(e_{pq}) = m(e_{pq}) = m(e)$ to be the measure of the faces of the original and dual volumes.

Let us denote by $m(F)$ the measure of the face volume (the green and also the gray volume in Figure 5) and by $m(E)$ the measure of the four edges of the face-edge mesh.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{u_{ijk}^n}{AQ P_{ijk}^{n-1}} + \tau \sum_{|p|+|q|+|r|=1} \left( u_{ijk}^n - u_{i+p,j+q,k+r}^n \right) m(e) & = \frac{m(V)}{AQ P_{ijk}^{n-1}} u_{ijk}^{n-1}, \\
\frac{v_{ijk}^n}{AQ D_{ijk}^{n-1}} + \tau \sum_{|p|+|q|+|r|=1} \left( v_{ijk}^n - v_{i+p,j+q,k+r}^n \right) m(e) & = \frac{m(V)}{AQ D_{ijk}^{n-1}} v_{ijk}^{n-1}, \\
\frac{(w x_{ijk}^n - w x_{ijk}^{n-1}) m(F)}{\tau AQ F_{ijk}^{n-1}} + \frac{(w x_{ijk}^n - z y_{ijk}^n) m(E)}{Q F_{ijk}^{00-1,n-1}} + \frac{(w x_{ijk}^n - z z_{i,j-1,k}^n) m(E)}{Q F_{ijk}^{10-10,n-1}} & = 0, \\
\frac{(w y_{ijk}^n - w y_{ijk}^{n-1}) m(F)}{\tau AQ F_{ijk}^{n-1}} + \frac{(w y_{ijk}^n - z z_{i,j,k}^n) m(E)}{Q F_{ijk}^{001,n-1}} + \frac{(w y_{ijk}^n - z z_{i,j,k}^n) m(E)}{Q F_{ijk}^{100,n-1}} & = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 8: The detail of the right (left), the back (middle) and the top (right) face of the original mesh

The distance between two neighboring volume centers will be denoted as $d$.

After applying finite volume procedure, we obtain the linear system of the equations we have to solve in every discrete time step $n$, $n = 1, \ldots, N$, where $N$ is the total number of time steps.
\[ \frac{(wz^n_{ijk} - wz^{n-1}_{ijk})}{\tau} m(F) + \frac{(wz^n_{ijk} - zx^n_{ijk})}{QF^{d;10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(wz^n_{ijk} - zy^n_{i-1,j,k})}{QF^{100;10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(wz^n_{ijk} - zy^n_{i,j,k})}{QF^{d-10;n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) = 0, \]

\[ \frac{(za^n_{ijk} - za^{n-1}_{ijk})}{\tau} m(F) + \frac{(za^n_{ijk} - wy^n_{i,j,k+1})}{QE^{001:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(za^n_{ijk} - wz^n_{i,j,k})}{QE^{010;10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(za^n_{ijk} - wz^n_{i,j,k+1})}{QE^{010:10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) = 0, \]

\[ \frac{(zy^n_{ijk} - zy^{n-1}_{ijk})}{\tau} m(F) + \frac{(zy^n_{ijk} - wx^n_{i,j,k+1})}{QE^{001:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(zy^n_{ijk} - wz^n_{i+1,j,k})}{QE^{100;10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(zy^n_{ijk} - wz^n_{i+1,j,k})}{QE^{100:10;n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) = 0, \]

\[ \frac{(zz^n_{ijk} - zz^{n-1}_{ijk})}{\tau} m(F) + \frac{(zz^n_{ijk} - wx^n_{i,j,k+1})}{QE^{010;10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(zz^n_{ijk} - wy^n_{i+1,j,k})}{QE^{100;10:n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) + \frac{(zz^n_{ijk} - wy^n_{i+1,j,k})}{QE^{100:10;n-1}_{ijk}} m(E) = 0. \]  

### 3 Numerical experiments

In this section we will present the results obtained by the above mentioned schemes.

**Example 1** In this example the exact solution is given by

\[ u(x, y, z, t) = \min \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left( x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - 1 \right) + 2t; 0 \right\}. \]

The numerical results obtained by using “Hermeline” scheme are plotted in Figures 9 and 10. In the Table 1 we present the results obtained by this scheme.

The numerical results obtained by using “Coudière–Hubert” scheme are plotted in Figures 11 and 12. In the Table 2 we present the results obtained by this scheme.

In both cases we set \( \tau = h^2 \), \( z = 0.00390625 \), \( N_1 = N_2 = N_3 = 40 \).
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Figure 9: Exact (left) and numerical (right) solution after 10 time steps using “Hermeline” scheme, $N_1 = N_2 = N_3 = 40$

Figure 10: Exact (left) and numerical (right) solution after 40 time steps using “Hermeline” scheme, $N_1 = N_2 = N_3 = 40$

Figure 11: Exact (left) and numerical (right) solution after 10 time steps using “Coudiére–Hubert” scheme, $N_1 = N_2 = N_3 = 40$

Figure 12: Exact (left) and numerical (right) solution after 40 time steps using “Coudiére–Hubert” scheme, $N_1 = N_2 = N_3 = 40$
4 Conclusion

In this work we have compared two new schemes for solving curvature driven level set equation in 3D based on dual volumes. Concerning the numerical experiment we can say, that our expectations were fulfilled by obtaining EOC of the $L_2$ error tending to 1 in both cases. Because of the non-smooth function of the exact solution better results could not have been expected. Concerning EOC of the $L_2$ gradient error, it is tending to be $\frac{1}{3}$, what was also expected. Coudiére–Hubert scheme has some advantages, the biggest one will appear thanks to the expression of the gradients in proving stability and convergence of the given scheme.
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